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Author of Sold Out Warning/Radio Talk Show host

Talk show host, Ronnie McMullen of ‘The Prophetic Watch’ radio program, 
reveals and exposes truths that mainstream media tries to hide. Fast paced
and in your face, Ronnie boldly attacks the issues at hand.  What’s the 
agenda? Who are the puppet-masters controlling. . . and why?
Ronnie goes where few men dare to go. . .Find out the truth behind the
alien/UFO/fallen angel debauchery. Are we being visited? Or were they
here first? You decide. Ronnie unveils hidden mysteries and secrets
through the many guests he interviews on air.  It’s time to wake up and 
smell the coffee. Buckle up! This could be the ride of your life.

Here are some comments about the book:

“A fascinating and powerful look at the spiritual side of the alien threat.  
Sold Out Warning is a riveting, thought provoking journey into the
controversial subject of alien abductees.  The book is a compelling read.”–
Brian Vike, Director of HBCC UFO Research-
“I have taken the opportunity to read numerous books covering the subjects 
contained in this book. Most of these authors sidestep the critical spiritual
insights provided through proper understanding of the Scriptures. . . His book
reverberates with crucial insights for our time.”
Gary E. Schultz

Editorial Reviews
Book Description
This book is a "smoking gun" to what is really going on underneath the
surface! Why has our technology so rapidly increased in the past twenty
years? Why are there so many deaths surrounding UFOlogy? If there are
no UFO's why do the United States Presidents talk about them? Are the
Nephilim really among us in this modern day? Is there anything we can do
to prepare for what is coming? Find these answers and more in this
shocking expose that will give you the spiritual reason why we have sold
our souls for technology. This book may not be suitable for the close-
minded, religious modern-day Saducee and Pharisee-minded people.
Jesus said, "The truth shall set you free." Will you allow your bubble to be
popped. . . read if you dare

Excerpt from book: Could a perverted seed be living amongst us in and on
this earth? And if so, who is responsible? How did it happen? Why? Why
does the government cover up, hide, and deceive every time there is a



UFO sighting, or downed spacecraft with eye witnesses? What is the truth
and where can one find out about these highly classified top-secret
events? I have wondered myself many, many times; could this all be a
precursor to a much larger event in the future? An event so huge, so
sinister, that it deceives close to all the population? Is it a deception?
Maybe it is a very large deception. . . A Grand Deception. These questions
and more will hopefully be answered and more in the pages of this book.


